Fourier transform Raman spectroscopic study of the interaction of water vapor with amorphous polymers.
Water associated with amorphous polymers is known to affect their chemical and physical properties. The purpose of this study was to investigate the nature of water-polymer interactions for some polymers of pharmaceutical interest. Using Raman spectroscopy, polymer-water hydrogen bond interactions were probed for two molecular weight grades of poly(vinylpyrrolidone), namely PVP K90 and PVP K12, and also for poly(vinylacetate) and poly(vinyl pyrrolidone-co-vinyl acetate). Water vapor absorption isotherms were obtained for the polymers, and the effect of the absorbed water on the glass transition temperature was determined. A knowledge of the water content and physical state of the polymer was used to aid interpretation of Raman spectral changes. The strength of the hydrogen bond formed with water was found to depend on the chemistry of the polymer, with the pyrrolidone group interacting more strongly than the acetate group. However, minor differences were also observed between the degree of interaction of water and polymer for PVP K12 and PVP K90 at some water contents. This result is attributed to differences in the structural relaxation changes accompanying plasticization by water for the two molecular weight grades. Using principal components analysis of the spectral data, it was also possible to differentiate between samples in the rubbery state and samples in the glassy state. In conclusion, water sorbed into polymers causes changes in the polymer Raman spectra not only because of hydrogen bonding, but also as a result of the plasticizing effect of water on polymer mobility.